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Founded and sold a business, NASS, for profit (1980)  WY

Investigated creating an operating system for microcomputers (1980) WY

Wrote a paper and delivered oral arguments to economics professor on potential 
growth of computer hardware and software industry for which he thanked me two 
years later as he invested and profited handsomely from my advice (1984) FL

Helped open up the telecommunications industry with as part of rates case 
investigation – multiplexing of communication lines using existing computers and 
software (1984) FL

Created software solution using a hybrid of original code and COTS for automatic 
update of rates schedule for large customers of energy utility company (1985) FL

Key participant of small team in Seattle food coop that developed food labeling for 
better consumer decision making while shopping (1985) WA

Key participant of very small team that tried to develop an affordable health 
insurance package for the uninsured (1985) WA

Part of marketing new community-wide recycling pick-up program (1986) WA

Key participant in committee for tribal government  to assert governmental 
sovereignty (1987) WA

Created software solution using dBaseIII using a Macintosh for auto-calling 
customers behind on payments to small printing company (1987) WA

Generated and managed many grants and contracts for improving a tribe prior to 
casinos including expanding two small business operations with construction and 
operations grants (1988-1996) WA



Responsible for government IT infrastructure development including hardware and 
software (1988 – 1995) WA

Key participant of small group that developed the foundation plans for creating a 
tribal casino (abt. 1996)

Operated, instructed, managed satellite campus of small college increasing FTE at 
much greater than expected levels (2003 – 2007) WA

Operated videoconferencing classrooms and meeting rooms and developed distance 
learning curriculum and learning support (2003 – 2007) WA

Founded local film festival with filmmaking workshops (2004) WA

Predicted the Great Recession (early 2007) WA

Developed XNA game in C# for demonstrating intern cohort project (2009) WA

Advocated for technological advancement of the government including adopting 
responsive software development for smartphones and tablets (2009 – 2017) WA

Developed software/website QA process for software engineering (2011) WA

Developed rich featured SharePoint intranet site for government in English and 
Lushootseed (2012) WA

Agile/Scrum certified developer and ScrumMaster (2013 – 2019) WA

Researched and analyzed casino property, environmental and data analysis, projects 
with recommendations saving hundreds of thousands of dollars (est. $300-800,00) 
in costs with potential for increasing revenue in by millions of dollars (2019) WA

Researched analyzed digital marketing improvement opportunities for tribal property
of which implementation was estimated to increase revenue by $3.5 million per year 
for at least a few years (2019) WA



Warned of the strong possibility of the COVID-19 pandemic including very real 
possibility of closing casino (early January, 2020) WA

Advocated for more extreme social distancing measures than the WH COVID-19 task
force for being more successful in fighting and recovering from the disease (early 
January, 2020) WA

Filmmaking, animation, documentaries, instructional, etc since 2004 (current) WA

Writing short stories and other fiction since 1988 (current) WA

* Please feel free to ask questions to elicit more details about these 
accomplishments.  I have purposefully left out details to protect the identity of 
others involved.


